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kn.ow your xn.ou.nta•ins 

This view of one of America's greatest volcanoes may not 

be recognizable even to many of those who have climbed 

this peak. The rugged glacier-scoured east face seen 

here is accessible only by a circuitous hike around the 

mountain's base from the south and north side automobile 

approaches. If you cannot translate its Indian 

names of "Pah-to" or "Klick-i-tat," 

turn to page 12 for its more common name. 
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This wild-looking denizen 

of desert hills and plains is well-known 

to western mountaineers who camp 

and climb in the desert mountain 

ranges during the winter months. 

The Joshua Tree attains a height of 

from 18 to 35 feet, and is found 

in southwestern Utah and the 

Mohave Desert in California. No 

living thing intrudes upon the 

ground this tree occupies. The keenly 

pointed bayonet-like leaves, 

bristling at the ends of big 

clumsy branches, defy every 

intrusion and compel respect from 

many natural enemies. 

Young trees are unbranched (see 

figure a on cover) until they have 

produced flowers, usually at a height 

of 8 to 12 feet. The tree blooms 

in the spring. Longevity is 

unknown, but there is little doubt that 

these trees live 200 to 300 years. 

Information and drawing from 

"Forest Trees of the Pacific Slope," 
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RUWENZO 
The idea for the Ruwenzori Expedition was born in Peru on 

July 4, two years ago, as we shivered in a small cooking tent 

on a glacier above 16,000 feet. Huddled around one small 

burner on which our soup boiled briskly, we passed our cups, 

hopeful of warmth but knowing that at this altitude the boil-

ing brew could be stirred with the bare finger. To keep our 

minds from the numbing cold, we gave thought to where we 

would next like to climb. Obviously it must be warm—so why 

not Africa? Practically astride the equator, the Ruwenzori 

Range ("Mountains of the Moon") was the 'logical choice. 

Besides, who knew much about them; we'd go find out our-

selves. 

In the whole history of mountaineering, there is no story 

more fascinating than the discovery of the Mountains of the 

Moon. They were a legend for almost 2000 years, tales told 

by wandering traders. Aristotle wrote of the Nile flowing 

from a "Silver Mountain," and Herodotus of its rising be-

tween "sharp pointed peaks" in farthest Africa. Ptolemy, the 

great geographer of the second century A.D., declared that 

the great river flowed from "The Mountains of the Moon." 

Then for 1700 years, none gave them thought. The region is 

one of the wettest spots in the world, and it has been esti-

mated that rain falls 350 days a year. One disenchanted 

climber claims it is 366, and 367 in leap years. Only at rare 

intervals does the range emerge from the mist and stand 

clear and stark against the tropic sky. 

The explorer, Henry Stanley, was long in finding them. For 

17 years he criss-crossed central Africa and although he 

heard many tales of the "mountains covered with salt," it 

was not until 1871, while traveling along the shores of Lake 

Albert in eastern Uganda, that he first glimpsed the fabulous 

peaks. "While looking to the southeast and meditating upon 

the events of the Iasi month, our eyes were attracted by a  

boy to a mountain said to be covered with salt, and I saw a 

peculiar shaped cloud of a most beautiful color which 

assumed the proportions and appearance of a vast mountain 

covered with snow. Following its form downward, I became 

struck with the deep blue-black color of its base and won-

dered if it portended another tornado. Then as the sight 

descended to the gap between the eastern and western 

plateau, I became, for the first time, conscious that what I 

gazed upon was not the image or semblance of a vast moun-

tain but the solid substance of a real one, its summit covered 

with snow!" This range became known as the Ruwenzori, an 

approximation of the name given them by the natives of the 

region. 

Then came a procession of scientists, climbers, and ex-

plorers, most of them washed off the range by the incessant 

tropical downpours. Climbers declared the range was impos-

sible of conquest. Then came Prince Luigi, Duke of Abruzzi, 

who organized an expedition new to mountaineering. On a 

grand scale, it included writers, physicians, the famous 

photographer, Victorio Sella, who has not been excelled to 

this day, scientists, and Swiss guides. The British govern-

ment supplied a troop of soldiers to protect them against the 

rnost savage tribes of the time, and with porters the total 

expedition swelled to more than 400. Some wag remarked that 

the whole journey was like a circus parade in reverse with 

lions, elephants, and native savages as popeyed spectator's 

and the representatives of western civilization as performers. 

After unimaginable hardships, the Duke and his party 

slashed their way to the approaches of the great peaks. Con-

quest of the summits was accomplished by the Duke and 

three Swiss guides. They proved that the ancient geograph-

ers had been right; the Nile does rise from the Mountains of 

the Moon. The melting snow draining down to the lakes of. 
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By Margaret Prouty, M.D. 

the mountains of the moon 
Victoria, Albert, and Albert Edward becomes the source of 

the White Nile. 

Early Climbers 

After the Duke, slowly and painfully the early climber-

explorers penetrated into a nightmare of jungle and rain. The 

gorges of the Mobuku were a choked wilderness of rotting 

vegetation through which they hacked their way foot by foot. 

Climbers and porters floundered to their knees in muck while 

the rain beat down incessantly. They likened it to the bottom 

of a stagnant lake, a watery, choking world without light or 

sound or motion. As the mist thinned and the towering peaks 

showed vaguely above them, they came upon a vivid expanse 

of flowers. They slashed their way with axes through gera-

niums and violets that grew higher than their heads, and 

cringed from the nettles that grew like a wall before them. 

The peaks were not climbed again until well within this 

century, and only a handful of explorers had penetrated into 

these awful, but beautiful, mountains until ten years ago 

when the Mountaineering Club of Nairobi supervised the 

hacking of a trail through the worst of the forest and erected 

three corrugated aluminum huts. This has made the climbing 

bearable, as at least one can sleep out of the incessant rain 

that makes even a tent intolerable. 

We chose this range, well aware of its difficulties. Know-

ing meant preparing, and for days I ran and bicycled each 

morning before going to the office. For extra "conditioning" 

I made arrangements to go a week early to climb the 19,585-

foot Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest peak. 

In early July, I chatted with a mother in my office after 

caring for her small child. 

"Where are you spending your vacation this year?" she 

asked. 
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"I'm going to Africa," I said. 

"Away off there? How soon are you going?" 

"I'm leaving for the airport in 15 minutes," I answered. 

She clutched her child by the hand and hurriedly said good-

bye. 

Our jet flight carried us smoothly across the Atlantic. 

Three abreast, I sat next to an elderly woman who nervously 

crossed herself before takeoff. On her other side sat her 

nephew who had come from Greece to return her to her home-

land after half a lifetime in the United States. He was proud 

that she was 93 and did not look it. I helped her with her 

seat belt, and in return she poured cologne in my cupped 

palms and indicated that I was to wash my face with it before 

landing in Brussels. Not understanding English, her nephew 

told her that I was on my way to Africa to climb mountains. 

She gravely shook my hand and devotedly wished that a 

"Good Companion" would go with me. 

A Conditioning Hike to Kilimanjaro 

The five-day march to the summit of Kilimanjaro accom-

plished, I flew swiftly to Uganda where, in Kampala, 16 

climbers of the African Ruwenzori Expedition, organized by 

the Sierra Club, were assembled. Four of us were compan-

ions of the Peruvian adventure two years before. The next 

two days were hardly long enough to pack all provisions. 

Hundreds of pounds of food and medicines had to be weighed, 

sewed into burlap or packed into aluminum boxes and pad-

locked. Boarding a clean, modern train, we rode for 14 hours 

toward the Congo, for the Ruwenzori marks much of the 

border between the two countries. 

We amused ourselves by leaning out of the windows at each 

stop to bargain for fresh pineapple, papaya, and steamed 

corn on the cob. Across the wild country between settlements, 
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--the approach to the range 

we looked wide-eyed at wild turkey, gnu, and antelope along 

the right-of-way. 

From Kasese, a shuttle truck transferred climbers and 
equipment the rough 17 miles to the roadhead where we set 
up camp. Although apparently at the end of nowhere, the 
word spread and Africans appeared from the jungle and clear-
ing until about two hundred were surrounding us, each with 
his little black book of recommendations. Fourteen of us 
would go with 79 porters, two to follow later with more sup-
plies; a total of 84 porter-loads in all. 

Twenty-five Miles in Three Days 

Our tents went up fast, for the afternoon rains are supposed 
to start about 4 P.M. We were pleased to learn that Uganda 
was in the grip of a drought, and we hoped that this was a 
happy omen for a dry march. That is, dry overhead, for under-

foot a major drought of seven years would make no appreci-
able change in the bogs and quagmires. 

By nightfall, the equipment was weighed out and packed in 
porter-loads which is fixed by law at not more than fifty 

pounds. Due to the difficulty of mud-slogging and because 
a hand cannot be spared to balance a load on the head, the 
loads are held with a tump-line around the forehead. These 
strappings are made of fibers of the false banana plant. 

A young chap by the name of Stanley, a medical student 
from St. Louis who was seeing Africa on his own, turned up 
and asked if he might join us for a week. 

By mid-morning we climbed over the wier and up the steep 

hill and immediately entered elephant grass twice the height 
of my head. We were in this for several hours. 

Early explorers had to face trackless jungle, roaring rivers, 
quagmires, and precipitous slopes where they pushed through 
almost impenetrable growth and sank into stinking bogs. 
Then, soaking wet, they camped under draughty rock ledges 
or erected tents that were a poor deterrent to the constant 
downpour. Chilled, they arose at dawn from their sodden 
blankets and faced a new day of hardship. We couldn't help 
the weather, but we were lucky to have the use of a track of 
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sorts. Three prefabricated aluminum huts have been erected 
at convenient points in the Bujuku Valley, which is a shorter 
line of access to the Stanley-Speke groups than the Mobuku 
Valley which was used earlier. Another hut has been erected 
at Kitandora Lakes, near the Mt. Baker-Luigi di Savoia 
groups, and another by the Elena Glacier at approximately 
14,850 feet. The unfinished Bigo Hut is roughly midway 
between Nyamleju and Bujuku Lake and will serve as the 

base for the two northern groups of Emin and Gessi. The huts 
are outfitted with stoves, simple cooking utensils, bunks, 

and roofs that do not leak! The whole trail is only 25 miles 
long, a day's march over good footing, but it gives a measure 
of horroi of the track when one knows that it takes a long 
three days to cover it. It is too exhausting to force march. 

Two large rivers were crossed on very slippery logs where 

I was not ashamed to use my ice axe freely to maintain my 
balance, and another was crossed on boulders which didn't 
quite clear the rushing. current: The headman held out his 

long bamboo balancing pole to steady me while I jumped. 

No Mosquitoes — No Insects — No Snakes! 

I must say that I was pleased to find no mosquitos or in-
sects of any kind, and relieved when I saw no snakes. By 

late afternoon, we reached the Nyinabitaba Hut at 8,500 feet. 
All huts are situated near rock caves suitable for the porters. 
There was also a lean-to hut for their use. We were as inter-
ested in their food preparation as they were in ours. Each 
evening their food was weighed out and issued—unrefined 

maize flour, dried fish, peanuts, tea, salt, sugar, raisins, 
cigarettes, and matches. They cooked twice daily in great 
cooking pots where they stirred the mush with a four-foot 

. 
paddle until it became thick and gummy. Then, sitting in a 
circle around the big pot of cooked fish, they moulded a ball 
of doughy mush, indented it with the thumb, and with it 
scooped out some of the fish, and with one motion threw this 
delicacy into the mouth. 

At each evening stop, the porters lined up for sick call, and 
I was busy issuing aspirin, cough syrup, and dressing abras- 
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was through a completely fantastic forest. 

ions. They climb in bare feet and often barked heels and 

shins on rocks and roots. Occasionally, too, they rubbed 

their backs with the heavy packs, and I saw some gathering 

bracken which they formed into pads to cushion the rubbed 

areas. 

I was fortunate to have one of the six bunks; others slept 

on the floor or in several tents. We found two Englishmen, 

big, competent-looking chaps from Southern Rhodesia who 

were on holiday from the Agriculture Department. They ident-

ified many of the strange trees and plants for us. 

Water was a problem as no streams were near. Ordinarily, 

a large barrel to catch rain water was sufficient, but since 

no rain had fallen for several days, the more than 90 in our 

party soon drained it. It was fouled with moss, lichen, and 

debris washed in from the roof, and it was my job to strain 

it through squares of muslin which I had brought along for 

the purpose. 

Leaving the hut on the second day, we plunged down a long 

slope and into bamboo forest. Bright green and feathery, we 

found it attractive after the elephant grass and shrubs of the 

first day. Everything grew on the most fantastic scale 

—bracken eight to nine feet high. I looked at the bamboo 

with interest for I had read of its phenomenal growth of 4/ 5  

of an inch an hour or nearly 20 inches a day, which breaks 

all plant growth records. No wonder it is hard to keep the 

trail open. 

The Wildly Swinging Suspension Bridge 

Reaching the Mobuku River, our eyes grew big. Here was 

a suspension bridge spanning the roaring river, and we ap-

proached it with some apprehension, for it looked very frail 

to support our weight. We gingerly climbed the ladder and 

embarked on the first few feet where the cables were so high 

that we could not reach them. A few steps and we could 

clutch the wire of the wildly swinging bridge and bring it 
under control. Only one moved along its length at a time, and 

I secretly sympathized with the porters who preferred to take 

their chances crossing the river on the rocks below. I saw 
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several porters start to cross the bridge and then back off 

and cross below. 

It seemed a long way to the Nyamleju Hut at 10,500 feet, 

and we managed to pack in all but three climbers. Again I 

was fortunate to have a bunk. The three unlucky ones went 

ahead to the Bigo Hut, since no space was available for a 

tent. 

On the third morning, we had not left the hut five minutes 

when I had my first experience of falling into the muck. It 

was as solid looking as most of the forest floor, but I went 

in thigh deep. I pitched and pulled, but it was like quick-

sand. The chief headman, Zedekia, ran with his pole, as did 

two porters, and with strong struggling on my part, I was 

pulled from the sucking mud; I almost lost my boots. From 

this point, I was respectfully aware of the dangers of the 

bog which could easily overwhelm even the strongest. 

Zedekia was mission-school educated; a tall, calm, grace-

ful man who did not raise his voice, but kept the porters 

under excellent control. The headman and his two assistant 

headmen did not carry packs, and their pay was 15 s. a day 

in comparison with the 7 s. that the porters got. As a fringe 

benefit, all received their food ration, one blanket, and a 

sweater. Zedekia wore a balaclava as a status symbol, and 

his kindness and willingness to extend his pole or hand to 

make the way easier reminded me of the Biblical "Thy rod 

and Thy staff they comfort me." 

All morning we went through a completely fantastic forest 

—unbelievable fantasy. The branches wore great pompons of 

caramel, yellow and gray with festooned streamers of moss. 

It gave an impression of a completely enchanted woodland. I 

would not have been surprised to see a dinosaur amble by. 

This is the Jabberwock Forest. 

"Hell!" I cry. 

We came upon the heather and lobelia. Used to the low 

shrubs of our western states, the heather trees towering 65 

feet above me were impressive. As for the lobelia, they were 

a far cry from the flower-bed border plant I'd seen before, for 
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--surely so many 

they rivaled the heather trees in height. Helichrysum grew 

profusely, and although its name is supposed to be derived 

from the Greek helix (screw) and chrusos (gold), its origin 

here is from the heartfelt exclamation of the luckless climb-

ers who tried to force their way through these plants; 

"Hell," I cry! Some use stronger language. 

We lunched at the unfinished Bigo Hut, which differs from 

the others because it is round. Just leaving it, we came upon 

three Englishmen who had come down from the hut above to 

explore to the south. The leader was Dr. Livingston, and we 

Ic;oked around for Stanley so that we could push him forward 

to give the proverbial greeting. He told us that the worst was 

ahead. 

We Reach Our Camp 

I will never forget this stretch. In the bottom of a valley 

with low walls, the ground was flat and swampy. From the 

foul ooze rose tussocks of wiry grass about two feet high 

and 12 to 18 inches in diameter. These clumps evidently 

died below so that the living grass survived on a column of 

decayed matter. Just too far for comfortable jumping from 

tuft to tuft, I would fling myself to the next tussock and then 

try to stop before momentum projected me into the primordial 

slime beyond. A half mile of this and I was completely 

undone. 

Eventually the ground rose, but it was no drier and now 

there were no tussocks, just low-growing shrubs that tore at 

our ankles. At Bujuku Lake, one of our companions ap-

proached the shore too closely and went into the muck arm-

pit deep. Porters shouted, flung down their loads and con-

verged on this luckless fellow, while Zedekia showed 

agitation for the first time. All forgot the magnificently 

glaciated walls of Mt. Stanley above us while the anxious 

porters pried our friend from the mud. 

A half hour of climbing upward revealed the two huts of the 

Bujuku group at approximately 13,000 feet. Surely so many 

had not visited this remote place before. Five Englishmen 
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were in residence, and the two Southern Rhodesians of the 

magnificent beards had reached it before us. Their tent was 

pitched behind a hut, and they asked us to share their tea. A 

Canadian and two Americans from Duke University, doing 

graduate study on depth to which the pollen penetrated into 

the silt of the lake bottom, were occupying one hut. 

The porters dumped their loads, accepted their rations, and 

disappeared below into Cooking Pot Cave, which has been 

made snug by the addition of an aluminum wind screen and 

fire reflector. They all put on extra clothes, and it was an 

effort not to smile at some of the styles of dress. The most 

glamorous sported a woman's sailor hat of straw and a plum-

colored wool coat, also feminine, which hit him mid-thigh. 

One could not begrudge him this warmth, even if it was 

startling. One had a khaki great coat that drug at his heels, 

and a felt hat so large that his eyes could not be seen. The 

brim rested on his shoulders. The sweaters we provided were 

the best available at the trading post, but compressed the 

ribs of our sturdy porters, while reaching only midway to 

their navel. Several of the climbers tried to bargain for the 

pouch of monkey fur that one porter wore. He refused all 

offers of wealth. 

We spent a whole day in sorting and repacking stores. This 

accomplished, we had a refresher course in tying Prussik 

knots and practiced by prussiking up the side of a hut. We 

hoped we would not have to give further demonstration of our 

skill by having to prussik out of a crevasse at some future 

date. 

Climbing 

Refreshed by a day in camp, we tackled the Mt. Speke 

group, or call it Vittorio Emanuele, if you prefer. Call it what 

you will, the approaches were over wet, slimy moss, reached 

after pushing through unpleasant slopes thick with groundsel. 

I had two new experiences that I haven't had before; two 

direct aids from an ice axe. One I devised after slithering 

along an impossibly slick wall. Eventually wedging my axe 
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had not visited this remote place before. 

above, by furious wigglings I managed to pull my way up to 
the axe and step on it. With this support, I reached solid 
footing. The other time, even my most furious wriggling 
could not give me leverage enough to reach the ledge above, 
and I accepted an assist from a companion who pushed on my 
boot sole from below to raise me enough to gain a fingerhold 
on the ledge above. After the first 800 to one thousand feet, 
which was impossibly soggy, we set foot on the glacier, 
where we roped up by three's on three ropes. How wonderful 
it was in the high bracing cold air, the snow glistening, and 
the peaks on both sides of the valley playing peek-a-boo 
through the mist. There was something mystical, and not of 
this world, about it. Crampons bit firmly, the sound of an ice 
axe above, and the snugness of the waist rope, all gave a 
feeling of assurance. Several hours, and our "rope" was 
first on top the highest summit (Ensonga). The other two 
"ropes" got involved with a false summit, so we sat on top 

and jeered cheerfully at them from our 16,045-foot perch. 
The English were all back in the hut when we returned so, 

with several others, I moved into the Duke annex where 
there were six additional bunks. I liked it, especially since 
they had a fire in the stove. No matter that it smouldered 
like punk and made our eyes smart. 

A Bath at Last 

I woke the following morning to find my lower lip swollen 
with sunburn, in spite of my precautions, and I had to protect 
it from the frosty 28-degree weather. Two more climbers took 
off for Mt. Speke; the men from Duke moved to an upper hut 
to complete further research, while the two Rhodesians left 
for home. Three of our group moved to an upper hut to climb 
Marguerita. Two of the English had a Bantu with them who 
was very skilled with his ice axe. Scorning crampons, they 
followed behind the axeman, who cut hours of steps for them. 

"How dull," we thought, and looked down our noses. 
At last the day came when I made a smoldering fire with 

the groundsel plant . and heated water. Locking the door 
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after posting a sign stating my intention, I took a bath all 
over and put on clean clothes! Well, it was only a small 
sauce pan of water, but if you haven't been covered with 
muck repeatedly and with scanty washing and few clothing 
changes in ten days; you don't know the exquisite pleasure 
that such a little thing can bring. 

Return to Civilization 

Animal and bird life was scanty. We occasionally heard the 
rock hyrox. Each time that I went to the ladies' powder room, 
which was a trench fifty feet up the track, I had an uncom-
fortable feeling that a large cat might be behind, just waiting 
for me to put out my flashlight. We had passed a fresh kill 
between Bigo and Bujuku huts. 

I missed the climb of Marguerita because of a severe cold 
and knew that the time had come to make my way back to the 
roadhead. I could not wait to go out with the party, since I 
would not arrive in Nairobi in time to make my plane con-
nections. Three others joined me, and with five porters and 
a headman we made it down in 11/2  days. We reached the road-
head, walked to the power plant which added several more 
miles to our march, but were fortunate to find a truck there 
which would take us the 17 miles to a comfortable hotel in 
Kasese. All afternoon I lolled in the tub; scoured, scrubbed, 
washed, shampooed, filed, manicured, anointed, and then 
started all over again. All through those hours of muck, bang-
ing my shins, tripping over vines and creepers, climbing over 
roots and out of bucket-sized elephant tracks, I enjoyed 
every minute because I knew each step brought me closer to 
the comforts of civilization. I was of the opinion that I 
wouldn't have missed this trip for anything, but I wouldn't 
be caught dead going back. 

Now, four months later, I would revise that statement to 
say that if the opportunity came, I'd try it again. The ap-
proach is terrible, but the mountains are of unusual beauty 
and well worth the discomforts of traveling to the mysterious, 
lovely "Mountains of the Moon." 
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A winter snow mantle on the west side of Mt. Hood, 11,245 feet. Photo by Jack Wall from an airplane. Courtesy Donald Carman. 
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"Winter climbing has always been my particular passion." 
.. HERMANN BUHL 

An early October storm laid the first 
heavy blanket of snow on the Cascades, 
bringing to a close another season of 
climbing and backpacking. And with it, 
an embryo nostalgia which feeds and 
grows on the long, cold winter months. 
This past season I had sojourned in 
many ranges from California to British 
Columbia, living days and weeks in the 
mountains, quenching my thirst in their 
cool veins and, tasting the candy of their 
berry vines. Each season, the mountains 
teach greater patience and respect: hap-
piness comes more easily, and I find 
that in the high world I have become a 
better person. 

Each year, departing becomes increas-
ingly difficult. It was with some dismay 
that Ed Cooper and I regretfully acknow-
ledged the oncome of colder days. 
Winter, however, did not curtail our 
climbing this year. Snow conditions 
kindled a different approach and fos-
tered an entirely new principle in moun-
taineering for us. Consequently, many 
difficult routes over loose and normally 
dangerous volcanic rock were found 
safely possible. 

We theorized that the first heavy snow-
fall, given a chance to avalanche and 
set, would make safe ascents on sul-
furous cliffs—under any other condition 
suicidal. Ledges would be sufficiently 
coated with ice and snow to eliminate 
dangerous rock fall. Loose vertical 
pitches would be cemented together, yet 
plastered with a minimum of verglas. 
During the coldest hours of the dawn 
and sub-freezing weather, chimneys and 
couloirs would be safe from avalanche 
until the sun had a chance to warm the 
air and loosen rock and ice. We proved 
our theory valid with a successful climb. 

Beautiful weather, sustaining for sev-
eral days following the first siege of 
winter, thwarted the growth of our frus-
trations, condensing from the oncoming 
sedentary months, and resolved our  

nostalgia. Thus, culminating a full day 
of skiing the lower slopes on the south 
side of Mt. Hood, Ed and I pitched camp 
among the timbers above the new 
Mazama Lodge and reviewed our theory 
and plan of attact on a possible route up 
the Crater Headwall. We were accompa-
nied by Margaret Ardussi who acted as 
our support from Crater Rock, watching 
our progress and ready to summon aid in 
case of trouble. 

Easy accessibility, gentle snow and 
scree slopes encourage hundreds (thous-
ands some seasons), to scramble to Mt. 
Hood's summit each year. Climbers have 
ranged from five to seventy-nine years 
old. 

Mt. Hood's close proximity to Portland 
and gentle south side route tempt many 
inadequately equipped and inexperienced 
climbers; as a result there have been 
eighteen unnecessary deaths. 

Dozens of routes have been pioneered 
from nearly every vantage point by Fred 
Ayres, Gary Leech and Fred Beckey, 
among others; but the Devil's Kitchen 
area, due to its suicidal nature, had 
never been attempted. The headwall 
drops into a system of narrow ledges 
and avalanche gullies just right of the 
summit and is incessantly pitted by rock 
fall during the normal climbing season. 
During winter months these gullies form 
a labyrinth of extremely dangerous ava-

lanche chutes funneling, for the most 
part, through a large cleft in the center 
of the nearly vertical wall rising direct-
ly above Devil's Kitchen. This cliff was 
the task with which we were to prove 
our theory. 

Heeding Gaston Rebuffat's words, 
"You will seldom regret starting off too 
early; you will always regret starting 
off too late." — we broke camp at 2:30 
A.M. At three, we commenced our ap-
proach from Timberline Lodge. Perhaps 
this nearly vertical wall, plunging 
above the White River Glacier cirque, 

to page twenty-six, please 

"VCDLCANIC1QCI By Eric Bjornstad 
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.A.re 'bolts 'being placed by too 

During the past few years climbers have become justly 
concerned with the problem of ethics in the use of bolts in 
climbing. The use of expansion bolts is difficult to write 
about and must be treated in the same manner as social 
morals. The problem is not one of individual taste, but rather 
one which must be determined by the entire climbing frater-
nity and adhered to by everyone who climbs. In presenting 
this article I will attempt to convey my own thoughts and 
ideals on this subject. 

The problem of bolts is very real and grave. Due to their 
low cost and their availability, they have been used far more 
extensively in the United States than in all other areas com-
bined. Bolts have been used only recently in Europe and 
then only on large, severe walls such as the west face of 
the Petit Dru, Cima Grande direct north face, and the Roda 
di Vael by expert climbers. Here, in the United States, many 
climbers would feel undressed if they approached a rock 
climb without their "bolt kit." 

Is Every Route for Every Climber? 

The main objection to bolts is that they permanently mar 
the beauty of the rock. Bolts also enable inexperienced and 
unqualified persons to climb difficult routes, with comparative 
ease. Bolts are often a means of making 1.43 for inexperience 
and inadequacies, and I like to think that not every route is 
for every climber. 

Bolts have three uses: as rappel and belay anchors, for 
protection, and for direct aid. 

1. Rappelling: This should be a very rare use, as it is 
almost always possible to use bushes, trees, pitons, or a 
knob of rock as an anchor. 

A bolt's only use should be on difficult sixth-class pin- 
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nacles where good pitons cannot be placed, or in life and 
death descents from large walls, where again good pitons 
cannot be placed. 

In 1959, I observed a shocking misuse of bolts for rappel-
ling. On the first ascent of Ship Rock only four bolts were 
used on the entire climb. Now, on one of the rappel points 
alone, there are five unnecessary bolts in place; three of 
which are Phillips type without hangers and two compression 
studs, also without hangers. None of these five bolts are 
well-placed, and it is possible to put in a good piton nearby. 

2. Protection: Whether or not to put in a bolt for protection 
is a problem which is difficult to solve by an objective set 
of rules. If a climb has been done several times without 
bolts, even if it was only climbed by extremely well-qualified 
climbers, than this is an indication that bolts should not be 
placed by following parties. If a leader is confronted with a 
pitch that has been done before without the use of bolts, but 
feels that since the rock is icy, wet, or just too much for him 
to lead with any degree of safety, then he should simply 
descend rather than desecrate the rock with bolts, or risk a 
fall without them. A route doesn't always have to go, and 
wet or icy rock or a less-than-expert leader is never an 
excuse for placing a bolt. 

An outstanding example of an unqualified party choosing to 
place bolts because of lack of ability was a team of two 
climbers who, in 1959, climbed the Lost Arrow Chimney in 
Yosemite Valley. On one of the pitches, which is normally 
done free, the party placed six bolts, partially because of 
the wetness of the rock, but largely because of their lack of 
ability. The bolts themselves can be removed, but the holes 
will always be there. 

On the first ascent, if the next lead looks like it will be 
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By Yvon Chouinard 

very difficult, dangerous, and offers no chance for protection, 

and if the leader is an excellent and capable climber, then 

he is justified in placing a bolt. However, it is only justified 

if he thinks that it would be very dangerous even for a better 

climber than himself. For this reason, it is important for the 

leader to know his exact capabilities at that moment and to 

be able to judge a pitch on sight. 

3. Direct Aid: The problem of misusing bolts on direct aid 

is one that can be solved in a far more objective manner, 

even though it is in this field that most of the misusage of 

bolts prevails. One of the biggest problems in American 

climbing today is that too many average, or even above-

average climbers, are attempting direct aid climbs which are 

too difficult for their ability. This leads to bolts being put 

in place where they would not be necessary if the climber 

were more expert, and also ruining the route for the experi-

enced climber who rightly belongs there. 

Bolts Mar Reputation of Some Climbs 

The Lost Arrow Spire in Yosemite is a good example of 

what is happening on many difficult artificial routes in the 

United States. Several necessary bolts were placed by that 

great climber, John Salathe, on the first complete ascent. 

Through the years "climbers" have added more and more 

unnecessary bolts with the result that the reputation of this 

magnificent climb has somewhat declined. Because of the 

decline in the reputation of the spire less capable climbers 

attempted the route and still more bolts were placed until, in 

1957, Mark Powell removed nine bolts which were not placed 

by Salathe. 

Some of the many reasons why a party would want to place 

a bolt on a direct aid climb that has previously been done 
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are: inexperience, a short leader, crumbled or overused 

cracks, or the lack of proper equipment. In none of these 

reasons, except perhaps in the rare case of crumbled cracks, 

is the placing of bolts justifiable. Often a route requires 

special pitons, such as knifeblades, wide angles, or short 

wedges. If this is the case, then this information should be 

included in the guidebooks. With the great variety of pitons 

being made, especially with the increasing use of alloy 

steels in their manufacture, it is possible to utilize cracks 

ranging from hairline thinness to over six inches wide. Lack 

of any type of piton or equipment is never an excuse for the 

placing of a bolt. 

Only the very experienced and expert climber should even 

own a "bolt kit." It is incomprehensible for the average 

climber to know just what can be climbed safely by the 

expert on either free or artificial ground by utilizing small 

holds in combination with poor direct aid pitons, by pendu-

lums around blind corners, tension traverses, arrangement of 

slings, and by the use of special pitons. 

Never should a bolt be placed that is just good enough to 

enable the party to surmount the obstacle and to then come 

out on the next party. If it is necessary to place a bolt, it 

should be a good solid bolt of the nail type expansion 

variety. This type of bolt does not suffer from metal fatigue 

as does compression studs. 

With the many types and sizes of bolts being manufactured, 

it is very inconvenient to carry the many types of nuts, 

screws, and hangers necessary. The standard use of one 

type of bolt would eliminate the necessity of mentioning the 

sizes and types used on various routes in the guidebooks. 

However, the guidebooks should mention the number of bolts 

in place to aid in preventing over-bolting. 
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Mt. Adams: Great east face, showing routes climbed on each side of the Rusk-Wilson glaciers' amphitheatre. 

ANSWER: Know Your Mountains: 

Mt. Adams, 12,307 feet, second highest summit in Washington. 
These late September aerial photographs were taken by 

Austin Post and Dr. Mark F. Meier, during their annual glacier surveys 

for the U.S. Geological Survey. 

"NAT.A. I-I IN Gra' 0 INT ' 

Although second only to Mt. Rainier in height and bulk among 
Washington's peaks, Mt. Adams is probably the least publicized of 
the major mountains of the Pacific Northwest. Owing to its com-
parative isolation and distance from well-travelled highways, major 
cities, and tourist centers, Mt. Adams has attracted few out-of-state 
climbers to its slopes. In fact, even among local climbers the peak 
has been used principally only as an indoctrination climb toward 
fulfillment of local mountaineering clubs' requirements for a 
"glacier-clad peak" or "Six Peak Pin." Perhaps the relative ease 
of ascent up the south slope, a route once used by pack mules in 
bringing down sulphur found at the summit, may have taken the 
challenge out of a mountain whose high elevation and extensive 
glacier cover certainly must rank it high among the country's ice-
clad prominences. 
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Geologically, the story of Mt. Adams began during Pleistocene 
time when volcanic eruptions of ash and cinder, accompanied by 
flows of basaltic and andesitic lavas from a central vent built up 
the cone of the mountain upon a wide base of older, flat-lying lavas 
of Miocene age, western extensions of the famed Columbia River 
basalt flows of eastern Washington. During and following the build-
ing of the volcano glaciers mantled the peak, with subsequent 
erosion by ice giving the mountain its present rugged configuration. 
Where prevailing storm paths caused accumulation of the greatest 
snow and ice cover on the northern and eastern flanks of the peak 
are today found the largest glaciers, deepest cirques, and steepest 
rock ridges. The present rather broad, several-humped appearance 
of the summit area is undoubtedly due to the earlier occurence of 
several different vent locations. Today dormant volcanism may be 
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Photo by Austin Post and Mark F. Meier Mt. Adams: showing 

great expanse of west side slopes. 

MONARCH OB" ISOLATICa\T 
By Dee Molenaar 

observed in the existence of much sulfurous incrustations on sum-
mit rocks and gravels, and the strong odor of sulfur gas is normally 
prevalent. 

In 1921, the U. S. Forest Service constructed a fire lookout cabin 
at the summit of the mountain, but subsequent abandonment and 
winter snow packs have left the structure a twisted mass of 
weathered lumber, barely visible above the snow surface. 
Mt. Adams is approached most easily from the south side, by way 

of the Columbia River north side highway (U.S. 830), or south side 
highway (U.S. 30), both of which give you spectacularly scenic 
views of the Columbia River Gorge. At either Carson or White 
Salmon, State highways 8C or 8D take you to Trout Lake where 
secondary graded roads lead to timberline, either at Morrison Creek 
Camp and Cold Springs Camp where the regular south side route 
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begins, or to the southeast side at Bird Creek Meadows Camp. 
The north side routes of the mountain are most easily reached by 

graded roads leading south from Randle on the White Pass Highway 
(U.S. 5). Cars may be left at the Killen Creek Campground where a 
31/2  mile trail leads you through meadows and open burnt-over wood-
ed area to the timberline shelter cabin, located near the junction 
with the Cascade Crest trail. 

Climbing History 
Since the revised edition of "A Climber's Guide to the Cascade 

and Olympic Mountains of Washington," due in February, 1961, cov-
ers, in detail, a description of all routes pioneered on Mt. Adams 
through the 1959 climbing season, these are listed briefly as fol-
lows: 
Route 1 (South Side Route): First ascent in 1854 by A. G. Aiken, 
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Photo by Austin Post and Mark F. Meier Mt. Adams: showing 

routes up north side of peak. 
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E. J. Allen, A. G. Burge (B.F. Shaw not fully substantiated as a 
member of party). By far the most popular route on the peak, an 
easy climb up snowfields. 

Route 2 (North Ridge Route): First ascent party not known. Second 
most popular route of ascent. Long scramble up crumbling lava and 
scree ridge crest. 
Route 3 (Adams Glacier Route): First ascent in 1945 by Fred 

Beckey, Dave Lind, and R. Mulhall. A long and steep icefall climb, 
best done in early summer. Becoming more popular. 

Route 4 (N.W. Ridge Route): First ascent in 1924 by F. W. Stadter, 
L. Ross, and J. Scott. Long steep ridge crest with few difficulties, 
but seldom climbed. 
Route 5 (East Face "Rusk Glacier-The Castle” Route): First 

ascent in 1921 by C. E. Rusk, E. Coursen, W. Richardson, C. 
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Starcher, C. Truitt, R. Whitmore, and R. Williams. A notable ascent 
for that early day, well described in C. E. Rusk's classic of north-
west mountaineering literature, "Tales of a Western Mountaineer." 
Long steep rotten rock and ice climb. Not repeated except as fol-
lowing variation. 

Route 5-V (Variation of above Castle Route): First ascent in 1934 
by Everett Darr and B. James. Approach to "Castle" made from 
Klickitat Glacier. 

Route 6 (Klickitat Glacier Route): First ascent in June, 1938, by 
Joe Leuthold, Russ McJury, and V. Stout. A steep ice climb, repeat-
ed only once. 

Route 7 (Lyman Glacier Route): First ascent in September, 1948, 
by Robert W. Craig and Cornelius "K" Molenaar. A steep ice climb 
of western lobe of Lyman Glacier. Not repeated. 
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New Routes (1960 Climbing Season) 

Route 8 (West Side Route): First ascent July 3, 1960, by Lex 
Maxwell, G. Fraser, J. K. Kurtz, R. Swenson, Ralp Uber, Louie 
Ulrich. Climb made via traverse of southwest base of peak from 
south slope approach, then ascent of Avalanche and White Salmon 
Glaciers to notch north of summit snow ridge. Met Route 9 (below) 
first ascent party on summit. 
Route 9 (Lava Glacier Headwall Route): First ascent July 3, 1960, 

by Ed Cooper and Mike Swayne. A steep ice climb directly up face 
above Lava Glacier. Party experienced dangerous rockfall condi-
tions and doesn't recommend second ascent. 
Route 10 (West Face of North Ridge): First ascent September 21, 

1960, by Forrest Johnson, Dee Molenaar, Robert Ostro, and Robert 
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Startzell. A long and steep scramble up black ice and rotten rock 
ridges this late in season. 

In summary, it might be said that notably missing among the listed 
routes are any that suggest more than exploratory nibbling at the 
'edges of the great east face of Mt. Adams (see photo inside front 
cover). Although little has been written about the challenging route 
problems to be encountered here, the photo alone will suffice to 
show the vast ice-capped amphitheatre rising above the Rusk and 
Wilson Glaciers. Perhaps many years will pass before these ice-
dusted precipices feel the trod of the mountaineer's boot, and, for 
the sake of prudence, this may be the wiser course to be followed. 
However, such a photograph will always offer the exploration-
minded armchair mountaineer a drawing surface upon which to trace 
out the route he would most like to see climbed.., by someone else. 
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'. . . . for explorers who would like to climb, or who once did, or who even now are looking for new footholds in Glacier 

National Park." 
The unchallenged east face of Mount Gould, 9,541 feet, as recorded on film by Philip Hyde from Lake Josephine. From the 

summit of Mount Gould, you can see all the major peaks in the northern part of Glacier National Park. This photograph is 
from the "Climber's Guide to Glacier National Park" by Gordon Edwards and published by the Sierra Club. 



In the heart of the Dana-Minarets Wilderness Area of the Sierra Nevada, Mount Ritter, 13,157 feet, towers above Shadow 
Lake. This area was described in detail in the January/February issue of "Summit." Photo by Dave Hamren 
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What does the mountaineer do when 
the great peaks are deep with snow, the 
rocks are glazed with ice, and the frigid 
winds howl across the mountain lakes 
where last summer's sunlit camp re-
mains only a memory? Some geographi-
cally well-placed climbers make the 
switch to the schuss and sitzmark, some 
take up handball, while others are con-
tent to settle close by the hearth, dream-
ing of past summers and next year's 
ambitious programme. 

If you are one of the latter, you may 
find great pleasure in vicariously shar-
ing the experience of others through the 
medium of books. Mountaineers, for some 
strange reason, often feel impelled to 
set their adventures down in print and 
you, the reader, can take part in the 
great expeditions as they establish high 
camp after high camp, or you can re-
capture, pitch by pitch, the excitement 
of a climb you did yourself last summer. 
A good mountaineering book is an open 
door to the mountain world, a quiet re-
lease from the everyday problems and 
tensions of work and family. 

Taken as a whole, the literary output 
of mountaineers has been prodigious and 
more than any one man can undertake to 
know, much less read. From Josias 
Simler, who, in the 16th century, wrote 
one of the first books on technique, to 
the present day, a wealth of print—good, 
bad, and indifferent—has been devoted 
to the sport Alpisme. Mountaineering has 
always attracted more than its share of 
men of talent and ability; and the range 
of artistic, literary, scientific, profes-
sional, and managerial skills found in 
the typical climbing party of yesterday 
and today is astonishing. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that these men have 
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written extensively about their passion 
for the high places. 

With a profusion of literature ready to 
bewilder the reader, how can he begin to 
collect a library which will meet his 
needs and provide a constant source of 
pleasure, while making some claim to-
ward being representative of what has 
been written? The first and best rule is 
to buy those books which you have en-
joyed and to which you will want to 
return again and again. Tastes and ex-
periences differ, and your library should 
reflect your unique interests and not 
what someone else feels is right and 
proper. However, there are some guides 
to assembling a well-rounded collection 
and it may be that when you examine 
your shelves, you will find that you 
have already made a good beginning. 

The emphasis in this book list is on 
fairly recent literature, although many of 
the classics and older books of particu-
lar interest are included. The volumes 
included are not necessarily the "best" 
books in each area covered, and the 
reader may well dispute these selec-
tions. However, it is hoped that this 
limited bibliography will lead the reader 
into paths and byways of his own choos-
ing. 

Mountaineering 

Literature Around The World 

European Mountaineering. The peaks 
and passes of the Alps saw the birth of 
mountaineering and first felt the boots 
of the men who made mountaineering 
history. Many of these pioneers were 
gifted writers, and out of their experi-
ences came most of the classics of 
mountain literature. 

Hermann Buhl, Lonely Challenge. 
Amazing climbing on Europe's most dif-
ficult routes by the man who soloed to 
the summit of Nanga Parbat. 
Ronald Clark, The Early Alpine Guides. 

Pioneering first ascents in the Alps, 
and the early guides who made them 
possible. 

Claire Engel, A History of Mountain-
eering in the Alps. An authoritative and 
interestingly written history of the de-
velopment of European mountaineering. 

Claire Engel, They Came to the Hills. 
Differing concepts of mountaineering 
illustrated by biographical sketches of 
famous European mountaineers, mostly 
British. 

Heinrich Harrer, The White Spider. An 
exciting and detailed history of all the 
ascents and tragedies on the Eigerwand 
up through 1958. 

Arnold Lunn, The Mountains of Youth. 
Pioneer ski mountaineering in the winter 
Alps. 

A. F. Mummery, My Climbs in the Alps 
and Caucasus. European climbing by 
the conqueror of the Grepon who set new 
standards of rock climbing. 

W. H. Murray, Mountaineering in Scot-
land. Accounts of summer and winter 
rock climbing in the hills of Scotland. 

Gaston Rebuff at, Starlight and Storm. 
Beautifully written accounts of climbs 
on the great North Faces of the Alps by 
a member of the French Annapurna ex-
pedition. 

Guido Rey, The Matterhorn. Mountain-
eering on the ridges of the Matterhorn by 
Italian who loved Europe's most spec-
tacular peak. 

Frank S. Smythe, Climbs and Ski Runs. 
The Alps, Great Britain, and Corsica 
provide the scene for these mountaineer- 
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ing trips. 

Sir Leslie Stephen, The Playground of 
Europe. A great book which, together 
with Whymper and Mummery, forms the 
foundation of any collection of Alpine 
classics. 

Edward Whymper, Scrambles Amongst 

the Alps. By one of the most renowned 
climbers of all time, this classic in-

cludes Whymper's account of the first 
ascent of the Matterhorn and its tragic 
aftermath. 

Asian Mountaineering. The literature of 

Asian mountaineering is replete with 
stirring sagas of heroism, famous climb-
ers and expeditions, extreme privation, 
and many disasters. The greatest moun-
tains on earth have for many years been 
the goal of the finest climbers in history 

and most have felt the need to record 
their adventure. 

Fritz Bechtold, Nanga Parbat Adven-

ture. An account of the disastrous 1934 
expedition, led by Willy Merkl, in which 

Merkl and Welzenbach perished. 

Charles Evans, Kangchenjunga, The 

Untrodden Peak. The third highest moun-

tain in the world, Kangchenjunga, was 
climbed in 1955 by a British expedition. 
The adventure is described by Charles 
Evans, a member of the successful 

Everest team. 
Karl Herrligkoffer, Nanga Parbat. The 

official story of the 1953 expedition 
which conquered Nanga Parbat, thanks 

to Hermann Buhl's famous solo tour de 
force. 

Maurice Herzog, Annapurna. The first 
of the 8000-meter peaks to fall, Anna-
purna is the story of the 1950 French 
Himalayan Expedition and near tragedy. 
Charles S. Houston and Robert H. 

Bates, K2, The Savage Mountain. The 
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American expedition which showed the 
way for the 1954 Italian climb, but 
which cost Art Gilkey his life. 
Sir John Hunt, The Conquest of Everest. 

A must for every mountaineering library, 
Sir John Hunt describes in great detail 
how the world's highest peak finally 
succumbed to the military-like prepara-
tions and assault of the 1953 British 
Everest Expedition. 

Wilfrid Noyce, South Col. Poet-scholar 
Noyce, in a personal narrative, de-
scribes what it was like to have been 
part of the 1953 Everest expedition. 

James Ramsey Ullman, Kingdom of 

Adventure: Everest. The story of the 
Everest expeditions through 1938 in the 

words of the participants, with connect-
ing narration by Ullman. 

On.This Continent 

North American Mountaineering. While 

most of us can only dream of the moun-
tains of Europe where almost every 

route is associated with the men who 
developed mountaineering, or of exotic 

adventure in the far places of the world, 
we still have the opportunity of retrac-
ing the steps of the men who have writ-
ten about our own high places. 

Belmore Brown, Conquest of Mount 
McKinley. Now that Alaska is a state, 
this American alpine classic about early 
climbing and exploration on McKinley 
is of special interest. 

William 0. Douglas, Of Men and Moun-

tains. How Justice Douglas' love for the 
mountains and the out-of-doors was born 
and nurtured in the Cascade range. 

Clarence King, Mountaineering in the 
Sierra Nevada. An account of early 

mountaineering in the Sierra by one of  

the pioneers. 
F.N. McNeil, Wy' East "The Mountain". 

A 1937 chronicle of what is probably the 

most climbed major peak on the conti-
nent —Mt. Hood. 

James Outram, In the Heart of the 
Canadian Rockies. Climbing and explor-
ation in the Canadian Rockies long 
before the Banff-Jasper highway was 
cut through to the north. 

Roderick Peattie (Ed.), The Cascades, 
Mountains of the Pacific Northwest. A 
volume in the American Mountain Series 
featuring a series of essays on the 
Cascade Range in its many aspects. 

Roderick Peattie (Ed.), The Sierra 
Nevada. A collection of essays on the 
Sierra including a chapter on "Yosemite, 
A Mecca for Mountaineers" by Oliver 
Kehrlein. Another volume in the Ameri-
can Mountain Series. 

Frank S. Smythe, Climbs in the Canad-

ian Rockies. The distinguished moun-
taineer's climbing holidays in Canada 
and his last expedition—to the Lloyd 
George Range. 

Hugh Stutfield and J. N. Collie, Climbs 

and Explorations in the Canadian Rock-
ies. The adventures of two early pio-

neers in Canadian climbing history. 
J. Monroe Thorington. The Glittering 

Mountains of Canada. History, explora-

tion, and climbing in the Canadian 
Rockies from Lake Louise to Mount 
Robson. 

J. Monroe Thorington, The Purcell 
Ranges of British Columbia. Many of 
the first ascents in the Purcells, with 
Conrad Kain as guide. 

Mountaineering: Elsewhere and Every- 
where. 

Felice Benuzzi, No Picnic on Mount 
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...good reading 

Kenya. African mountaineering under 
considerable difficulty; the author es-
caped from a British prison camp to 
climb near-by Kenya. 

Simon Clark, Puma's Claw. An account 
of the ascent of 20,490-foot Pumasillo 
in Peru by the 1957 Cambridge Andean 
Expedition. 

C.G. Egeler and D.T. de Booy, Chall-
enge.  of the Andes. The conquest of 
Mount Huantsan by two young Dutch 
geologists, accompanied by Lionel 
Terray of Annapurna fame. 

Edmund Hillary, High Adventure. A 
climbing autobiography of Sir Edmund 
Hillary who, with Tensing, was the first 
on the summit of Everest. 

R.L.G. Irving, Ten Great Mountains. 
Essays on ten famous mountains from 
Ben Nevis to Mount Logan, and from the 
Matterhorn to Everest. 
Conrad Kain, Where the Clouds Can Go. 

An autobiography of a mountain guide 
who led climbs in Europe, New Zealand, 
and Canada, including the first ascents 
of Mount Robson and Bugaboo Spire. 

Tom Longstaff, This My Voyage. A 
lifetime of mountain exploration in the 
Alps, Asia, America, and the Arctic. 

Arnold Lunn, A Century of Mountain-
eering, 1857-1957. An interpretation of 
the various phases of mountaineering 
history published as a centenary tribute 
to the Alpine Club by the Swiss Founda-
tion for Alpine Research. 

John Sack, The Butcher. American col-
lege men climb Yerupaja in Peru, and 
the expedition is recorded by a non-
climbing member. 

H.W. Tilman, Snow on the Equator. As-
cents of Kenya, Kilimanjaro, and in the 
Ruwenzori by an East African planter 
who later became a well-known Everest 
climber. 

James Ramsey Ullman, The Age of 
Mountaineering. About mountaineering, 
largely in the form of history retold in 
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an interesting fashion from the general 
literature. 

Miriam Underhill, Give Me the Hills. 
Fascinating climbing adventures on 
most of the classic routes of Europe and 
in wilderness areas in the American 
West —by America's foremost woman 
climber. 

Of Photographic Interest 

The look and feel of the great peaks 
in all their moods can best be recap-
tured by the armchair mountaineer 
through the magnificent black and white 
and color plates of these handsome 
books. Although they may make your 
feeble photographic efforts of last sum-
mer look amateurish, no mountaineering 
library would be complete without 
several. 

Ronald Clark, A Picture History of 
Mountaineering. A must—the reader has 
in his possession a fine history, as well 
as some of the very earliest examples 
of mountain photography. 

Sir John Hunt, Picture of Everest. Col-
or plates to complement your copy of 
Hunt's The Ascent of Everest. 
Gaston Rebuffat, Mont Blanc to Everest. 
Beautiful plates of the Himalayas and 
the Alps, including several from the 
author's North Face climbs described 
in his Starlight and Storm, to which 
this volume is an ideal companion 
piece. 

Andre Roch, On Rock and Ice. Moun-
taineering in the Alps with many fine 
shots of climbers enroute. 

Frank S. Smythe, Rocky Mountains. 
Black and white plates of memorable 
scenes in the Canadian Rockies by one 
of the best of mountain interpreters. 

Bob and Ira Spring, High Adventure. A 
photographic description of the Pacific 
Northwest with examples of how the  

Springs get those excellent mountain 
portraits. 

Bob and Ira Spring, High Worlds of the 
Mountain Climber. Photographs of famil-
iar West Coast mountain playgrounds by 
the climbing Spring brothers. 

There are many more volumes of moun-
tain photography, of course, but these 
should serve as excellent examples of 
what can be done, and what has been 
done, with a camera in the hills. 

Instructional Books 

Climbers are constantly attempting to 
up-grade their technique, and the com-
bined experience of the top climbers of 
the world has been compiled in print for 
the profit of the average mountaineer. 
Nothing can substitute for the tutelage 
of an expert, or the feel of actual rock 
or ice under the boots, but much can be 
gained by crag-rat and scrambler alike 
from an expertly written and well-
illustrated instructional manual. 

David Brower, Manual of Ski Mountain-
eering. Based in part upon the Army 
field manual on mountain operation. 

Charles Evans, On Climbing. Evans, a 
member of the 1953 Everest expedition 
writes of mountaineering technique for 
both the expert and the neophyte, with 
reminiscences of his own experiences in 
Britain, Europe, and Asia. 

Ernest K. Field (Ed.) Mountain Search 
and Rescue Operations. Prepared by the 
Division of Ranger Activities of Grand 
Teton Park. 

Kenneth Henderson (Ed.), Handbook of 
American Mountaineering. The first at-
tempt to cover mountain technique for 
American conditions. 

MIT Outing. Club, Fundamentals of 
Rock Climbing. A 46-page manual on 
rock-climbing for beginners. 

Seattle Mountaineers, Mountaineering. 
The Freedom of the Hills. One of the 
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rrom the mountaineer's library 

newest, best, and most complete of texts, 
it is a veritable encyclopedia of climb-
ing. 

Sierra Club, Belaying the Leader. An 
Omnibus of Climbing Safety. A collec-
tion of articles, largely on the dynamic 
belay, which have appeared in the 
Sierra Club Bulletin. 

George Alan Smith, Introduction to 
Mountaineering. A good beginner's text; 
give this to your non-mountaineering 
friends who have wondered about your 
peculiar hobby. 

George Winthrop Young, Mountain Craft. 
Probably the classic volume on tech-
nique; although now becoming rather 
dated, everyone should have this avail-
able to dip into at his leisure. 

Guide Books 

If you never read Whymper's classic 
Scrambles Amongst the Alps, or thrill to 
Frison-Roche's First on the Rope, you 
will still want to possess several good 
guide books to areas you have visited 
or intend to visit, and these are well 
worth studying and carrying in the knap-
sack. Some of the best will not only 
describe climbing routes and indicate 
their degrees of difficulty, but will cover 
the geology of the region, some of its 
history, and mention the dates, routes, 
and personnel of the first ascent. The 
guidebooks in your library should reflect 
your previous expeditions, your favorite 
climbing areas, and ranges you can only 
dream about today. 

Fred Becky, Climber's Guide to the 
Cascade and Olympic Mountains of 
Washington. 

Robert Ormes, Guide to the Colorado 
Mountains. 

Hervey Voge, Climber's Guide to the 
High Sierra. 

J. Monroe Thorington. A Climber's  

Guide to the Interior Ranges of British 
Columbia. 

Leigh Ortenburger, A Climber's Guide 
to the Tetons. 

Orrin and Lorraine Bonney, Guide to 
the Wyoming Mountains and Wilderness 
Areas. 

Don't overlook the many fine guides to 
the National Park areas and the various 
trail guides, such as Walter Starr's 
Guide to the John Muir Trail. Also 
available are detailed guides to limited 
areas of climbing interest, such as 
David Hammack's twenty-page Climber's 
Guide to Pinnacles National Monument 
in California. The Conn's little mimeo-
graphed Rock Climbs in the Needles, or 
the series compiled by the Mazamas on 
several of the great Oregon peaks. In 
this superficial listing, I have not cov-
ered the many fine guides available on 
the British Isles, Switzerland, France, 
and Italy. There are also a number of 
guides to Eastern mountaineering pub-
lished by the Appalachian Club, and 
others. 

Journals and Magazines 

Alpine Journal. Published by the 
Alpine Club of London. 

American Alpine Journal. Annual pub-
lication of the American Alpine Club of 
New York. 

Appalachia. Published semi-annually 
by the Appalachian Mountain Club of 
Boston. 

Canadian Alpine Journal. Issued an-
nually by the Alpine Club of Canada. 

Himalayan Journal. Issued by the 
Himalayan Club of Calcutta. 

The Mountain World. Published every 
two years by the Swiss Foundation for 
Alpine Research. 

Sierra Club Journal. Published annual-
ly by the Sierra Club of San Francisco. 

Summit. Monthly magazine devoted 
largely to American mountaineering sub-
jects and published at Big Bear Lake, 
California. 

Other journals and bulletins, such as 
the Iowa Climber, Trail and Timberline, 
The Mountaineer, Mazamas, etc., are 
published at varying intervals by moun-
taineering clubs for their members. 

Mountaineering Fiction 

Not many good mountaineering novels 
have been written, but if you like fiction, 
you might enjoy a sampling from this 
list. 

W.E. Bowman, Ascent of Rum Doodle. 
John Masters, Far, Far the Mountain 

Peak. 
Wilfred Noyce, The Gods Are Angry. 
R. Frison-Roche, First on the Rope. 
R. Frison-Roche, The Grand Crevasse. 
James Ramsey Ullman, Banners in the 

Sky. 
James Ramsey Ullman, The White 

Tower. 
Where can you find these and other 

mountain books? For the most part, only 
a few will be available in the bookstore 
around the corner, but you will find ex-
tensive mountaineering catalogs main-
tained by Trailwise in Berkeley, Daw- 

son's Book Shop in Los Angeles, and 
the Old Settler Bookshop in Walpole, 
New Hampshire. Equipment houses such 
as Holubar, Gerry, Recreational Equip-
ment, Thomas Black, and others carry 
good assortments of guidebooks and 
handbooks, as well as maps. Occasional 
finds can be located by frequenting book 
sales and second-hand bookstores, while 
many bookshops will special-order or 
locate rare and hard-to-find books for 
you. 
Good climbing and good reading! 
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KIDDIE CARRIER 

sturdy blue canvas. 
4 mos. to 2 yrs. $3.75 ppd 
A new line of children's 
camping equipment. 
Brochure on request. 

GERRY DESIGNS, Ward, Colo. 

CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING 
EQUIPMENT: Black's sleeping bags, 
Optimus stoves, Beardmore dehydrated 
foods, Stubai iron, etc. Write for cata-
log. MOUNTAINEERING SUPPLY, 897 
St. David's Lane, Schenectady 9, N.Y. 

CLIMBING MOUNT WHITNEY — An 
illustrated guide to Mount Whitney by 
Walt Wheelock and Tom Condon. Photos, 
maps, and charts. Covers history, geol-
ogy, plant and animal life, trail and 
rock climbing routes. $1.00 postpaid. 
LA SIESTA PRESS, Box 406, Glendale, 

California. 

Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
'campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

eeteatiestat Ereiftateat .  
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH. 

Where Experts 
Come 

to Buy 

BACKPACKING FOOD RECIPES 
Precooked Dried Beef 

Readers of Summit might be interested 
in this method of preparing meat so that 
it will keep on backpacking trips. After 
a pot roast of beef has been well cooked 
in the usual manner, cut into small 
chunks. Sprinkle liberally with Lawrey's 
Salt, and place on a shallow pan in an 
an oven set at the lowest temperature; 
prop the door open. Let the meat dry for 
several hours, then cool and put into 

MAKE YOUR OWN CAMPING GEAR 

Our new book, Lightweight Camping Equip-
ment and How to Make It, jampacked with 
information on equipment even.  if you 
never make any. 130 pgs. clothbound, by 
Gerry Cunningham. $3.25 ppd. 

HIGHLANDER PUBLISHING CO. Ward, Colo.  

plastic bag. This meat is good without 
further preparation, or it is delicious in 
stews. Russ Rasmussen 

Chinese Dried Beef 

A sweet version of completely dried 
beef jerky, not needing refrigeration, is 
available in Chinese markets, or markets 
serving a Chinese community. The 
sweetness is due to the fact that the 
meat is marinated in honey, soy sauce, 
and ginger. Costs about $4 a pound 
(dry). Ginny Hill 

Backpacker's Bread 

1 package dry yeast 

1 teaspoon sugar 
1 teaspoon salt 

1 cup lukewarm water 
2 tablespoons fat or margarine 
21/2  to 3 cups whole wheat flour 
Combine yeast, sugar, salt, and water. 

Let stand for about ten minutes. Add 
flour and fat. Set dough out in the sun-
shine or near your campfire (but don't 
let it get too hot!). After about an hour 
it will have doubled in bulk. Press down 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

DON'T LOSE VALUABLE EQUIP-

MENT: Make your own rubber stamp with 
1/4-inch type to save clothing, tents, 

sleeping bags, and mark any other item. 
Complete kit $1.85 postpaid. HIGHLAND, 
Box 121, Riverside, California.  

and shape into rolls. Place on greased 
aluminum foil or pie tin. Let rise again 
for 1/2  to 1 hour, and bake slowly over 
hot coals. If you are in a hurry, you can 
skip letting the bread rise the first 
time. With a little ingenuity you can 
make a pan out of foil and produce a 
beautiful pan of mouth-watering yeast 
rolls. Or you can spread the dough out 
thin on a sheet of foil, spread some 
cheese, sardines, etc., and come up 
with the backpacker's version of pizza. 

If you have a little time, bread is easy 
and fun to make with yeast. Since you 
let the bread rise before it is baked 
(baking powder biscuits rise while they 
are baking), it is easier and quicker to 
bake yeast bread over a campfire. 

Blackstrap Caramels 

This candy is especially good on long 
and strenuous climbing and hiking trips 
for its high quality energy value. One 
pound of this candy will furnish you 
with 2,750 calories. The following 

recipe makes two pounds. 

2 cups granulated sugar 
11/2  cups blackstrap molasses 

1/2  cup light corn syrup 

'A pound butter 

2 cups cream 
Combine sugar, molasses and syrup in 

large saucepan and boil to firm ball 
stage (245 degrees F.). Gradually add 
butter and cream so slowly that mixture 
does not stop boiling at any time. Con-
tinue to cook rapidly, with constant 
stirring to medium ball stage (242 de-
grees F.). Pour into buttered pan. When 
cool, cut into bars and wrap in aluminum 
foil. 

New Limmer Custom made climbing boot. 

One seam construction on upper makes for 

strength, comfort and water proofness. 

Leather lined throughout. Foam padding on 

top of upper. Double stitched, and soles 

are cemented and screwed on. Our boots 

have served well in all parts of the world 

and were chosen to be exhibited in Moscow. 

Write for measuring directions. Guaranteed 

satisfactory fit. Price S32.50 plus postage. 

Peter limmer & Sons 
Intervale, New Hampshire 
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Tents, Sleeping Bags, Outdoor Clothing, Survival 

Equipment, Camp Equipment, in fact, everything 

for the outdoor enthusiast no matter his particular 

speciality. 

Send for free catalog. 
• 

HIGHLAND Outfitters, Box 127, 

Riverside, California 

or drop in and visit our shipping office. 
Open Tuesdays 7-9 P.M., Saturdays 

9 A.M.-4 P.M., at 3593 Eighth Street. 

The POLAR "Highlander" Custom, a "mummy" • 

model, designed especially for low temperature 

and high altitude use. It has 3 lbs. of 100% selected 
goose down. Total weight of bag 5 lbs., 6 oz. 

Write for further details. 

Your New HIGHLANDER Catalog 

is Ready! 
. . .and here are some of the good things in it! 

HIGHLAND "CLIMBER" — $24.95, plus postage 

These boots have been fabricated to our own 

specifications by G. H. Bass Shoe Company; we believe 
they are the finest that can be found on the market today. 
Full range of sizes, built on American lasts, in various widths. 

Genuine VIBRAM soles attached with latest German screw machines. 
Write for further details. 

HIGHLAND "CRUISER" — $26.95, plus postage 



among the clubs... 
Mazamas 

Five outings are scheduled by the 

Mazamas this summer, according to Neil 
Baldwin, President. A two-man base 

camp outing will be held in the Sierra 

Nevada Minarets from July 9 to 21. 
A 100-mile river excursion will be 

held in June on the John Day River. 

Participants will furnish their own 

equipment and food with the exception 
of rafts. 

A backpack trip with full mountaineer- 

ing equipment will be held in the 

Chilliwacks August 5 to 13. Another 

knapsack outing will be in the Wallowas 
August 20 to 27. Again, members will 

carry all their own food and equipment. 

Another base camp outing is scheduled 

August 12 to 20 in the Goat Rocks area. 

The cost for these outings is nominal, 

and anyone who desires to join them is 

welcome. It is not necessary to be a 
Mazama. For further information, write to 

Mazamas, 909 N.W. 19th Avenue, Port-

land 9, Oregon. 

Iowa Mountaineers 

The Iowa Mountaineers will travel to 
Peru for climbing in the Cordillera 
Blanca range, leaving on July 1. The 

outing for the group is scheduled at 
actual cost and anyone in good physical 

condition is welcome to join them. 
Another outing will be held August 14 

through 25 in the Needles and Devils 

Tower region. For further information on 

either of these outings, write to John 

Ebert, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa. 

Colorado Mountain Club 
According to a report by Helen J. 

Stiles in Trail and Timberline, "When 

it comes to camp cooking, the Colorado 

Mountain Club seems to be in a class by 

itself. Instead of the numerous little 

private fires and individual dinners that 

are the rule in the majority of mountain-

eering clubs, most Colorado Mountain 

Club groups traditionally have congre-

gated around a community campfire and 

c ookpot. 

"Small group or individual cooking 

eliminates some headaches for the 

leader in food planning and buying, but 

the CMC system has its advantages. One 

that comes quickly to mind is that only 

the leaders need to shop for food and 

worry about cooking gear for a weekend. 

A member who has done a stint on an 

overnight committee can feel free to do 

what he likes on other weekend trips. 

"Group meals help in starting the 

climbing party off early on the mountain 

of the day. Quantity cooking is more 

economical, as a rule, than small group 

cooking. Most important of all is the 

camaraderie-  that comes at dinner time. 

Everyone helps with the camp chores, 

wood gathering, etc., and on well-filled 

stomachs, hikers are relaxed and out-

going; everyone is friendlier." 

To help leaders in planning menus, the 

CMC will soon have available a Camp 

Cookbook, in looselead form. 

British Columbia Mountaineering Club 

A committee is now working on a 
climbing guide to the Coast Range 

mountains of Canada. If you have inti-
mate knowledge of climbing routes in 

this range, contact Dick Culbert, 1709 
Haywood, West Vancouver, B.C. Obvi-
ously, the usefulness of this guide book 

will depend on the completeness of the 
information it contains. 

Trailblazer p.o. box I highlands, n. c. 

TRAILBLAZER BACKPACKER 
2-man pup tent 
architect designed 
2 pounds 12 ounces 
sewn-in groundcloth 
zippered mosquito netting 
lightweight egyptian cotton 
aluminum front pole 
$44.75 postpaid U.S.A. 

backpack, mountain and camp equipment 

The Ascent of the 
Masherbrum (1(1) 

in beautiful Kashmir. 

DICK McGOWAN'S 

vivid COLOR SLIDES and NARRATION 

including 

HIMALAYAN EQUIPMENT EXHIBIT. 

Schedules to groups of 50 or more, 
anywhere on the West Coast. 

Sponsored by BUDD DAVIS PACKS. 
Write for Arrangements. 

For Masherbrum and Pack 
Demonstration in Southern California 

contact Ben Lindenstein, 10920 
MacMurray Street, Anaheim, 

California, Phone JAckson 7-6898. 
New Pack Brochure, write to 

BUDD DAVIS, 1150 North 205th 
Street, Seattle 33, Washington 
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HIGH WORLDS of the Mountain Climber 

Photos by BOB & IRA SPRING 
Delightful text by Mountaineer HARVEY MANNING 

All the color, life and character in conquest of our 
Western Mountains with 142 giant pages of dramatic 
Spring-twin photographs in color and black and 
white: rock spires, ice-scopes, action and people. 
Fireside climbing for the mountaineer or dreamer. 
Autographed $10.00 postpaid 

The Springs 
18809 Olympic View Drive, Edmonds, Washington 

CONTOUR PACK FRAME WITH 

WATERPROOF NYLON PACK BAG 

Aluminum alloy tubular frame fits well onto back. Pad-
ded shoulder yoke helps carry any load with surprising 
comfort. Grey nylon FIBERTHIN bag (zipper pockets 
protected from rain) is set high on frame, yet does not 
impair head room. Improved bag design affords good 
capacity for expedition use but is not too large for 
weekend trips. 
Model 501 frame with #80 bag. Includes waist strap. 
Price: $43.40 (excise tax included). Postage additional. 

Send for free 48-page illustrated catalog of mountain-
eering and camping equipment. 

THE SKI HUT 
1615 University Avenue 

Berkeley, California 

0T319, irrmpts SUMMIT 

REVIEWS 
/3y Muir Dawson 

Glaciers by Robert P. Sharp. 78 pages, 
wrappers, many photographs and dia-
grams. $1.25. University of Oregon 
Press, Eugene, Oregon. 1960. 

If mountaineers climbed mountains 
simply to get somewhere there would be 
no way to account for their interest in 
botany, zoology, photography, geology, 
etc. The fact is, however, that the study 
of these subjects, even if only in a 
casual manner, can add greatly to the 
pleasure of climbing and camping. 

Glaciers is the published version of 
the 1960 Condon Lectures which was 
established by the Oregon State Board 
of Higher Education "to interpret the 
results of significant scientific research 
to the nonspecialist." Mr. Sharp has 
successfully transmitted his great en-
thusiasm for the study of glaciers. Ex-
plaining his own reasons for studying 
glaciers, he says: 

"In truth, most of us work with glac-
iers because we find in them a never-
ending source of fascinating information 
and study. . .In many geological situa-
tions, a crime has been committed, but 
the principal suspect can't be grilled 
because he's dead. In glaciers, we have 
a suspect who is very much alive and 
even willing to talk if interrogated 
properly." 

The table of contents will give an idea 
of the scope of this excellent work: The 
Constituent Parts of a Glacier, The 
Glacier Budget, Glaciers and Climate, 
The Conversion of Snow to Glacier Ice, 
The Flow of Glaciers, Structures in 
Glaciers, Oxygen-Isotope Ratios, The 
Future. 

Books for the Mountaineer 
New • Rare • Out of Print • Write to 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 

550 South Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles 17, California  

Dear Editor: 
Your article in the November 1960 

Summit on Longs Peak, and particularly 
on the recent "Diamond" climb, made 
interesting reading, I'm sure, for all 
who saw it. However, in listing the 
routes other than the "Diamond," you 
left out one which did not deserve to be 
omitted from any list of outstanding 
east face climbs. I refer to the "Diagon-
al," which is certainly the most chal-
lenging route on the mountain to any 
serious rock climber, next to the "Dia- 

mond" itself. The route follows the 
slender crack, located somewhat to the 
left of Fields Chimney, which runs 
diagonally from right to left almost all 
the way to Broadway, and cuts off to the 
right toward the top for a finish at the 
Broadway ledge. The climb was pio-
neered by Colorado climbers Ray North-
cutt and Layton Kor in 1959 and has 
been repeated only once. 

Tamara Dower 
Boulder, Colorado 

Write: 

Iowa Mountaineers 

P.O. Box 163 

Iowa City, Iowa 

Black Hills Needles — DEVILS TOWER CAMP 

August 14-25, 1961 

Superb food, scenic hiking and excellent rock climbing (for novice and expert). 

Outstanding staff. 
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The TIMBERLINE SLEEPING BAG 
with 

CHANNEL-BLOCK CONSTRUCTION 

Hood closes snugly 
Made to individual size 
Total weight with 2 lbs. best down 
is 3 to 31/2  lbs. 

Wide temperature-comfort range 
Tiny packed size, $55.00 

The ALL-WEATHER PARKA 

Affords maximum comfort in fit 
Stops wind, wet, and cold 
Adjusts to varying temperatures 
Gives long wear 

BOULDER 
COLORADO 

Catalog 
on request 

1 

...the holds were safely frozen solid 
continued from page nine 

would now be safe. It was the last great 
barrier to be found on so popular a 
mountain. 

We forged quietly across the Palmer 
snowfield and past the upper chairlift 
terminal. The undulating snow slopes 
were barren and uninviting. Though we 
wore Bauer parkas and insulated under-
wear, we could feel the biting cold of 
the wee hours as we approached the 
Triangle Moraine at the 8,000-foot level. 
From here we resumed our upward ad-
vance, parallel to the White River 
Glacier. Very soon we were climbing 
beside Crater Rock from whence we 
could smell the furnaroles a few yards 
to the west. At last we arrived at 
Devil's Kitchen. The Steel Cliffs loomed  

before us to the east; and directly 
ahead, rising nearly a thousand feet 
from the White River Glacier cirque to 
the summit itself, soared the treacherous 
Crater Headwall. 

As we carefully surveyed the great 
wall, we were nearly overwhelmed by 
the magnitude of the task before us. In 
the center of the headwall was a giant 
cleft. Forty feet to the left of its upper 
part we observed a very narrow snow-
filled chimney which was to prove to be 
the key to the climb. It traversed a band 
of extremely difficult looking cliffs to-
waid the center portion of the face. 

Equipped for any degree of climbing, 
we left Margaret at Devil's Kitchen and 
crossed the bergschrund to the first rock 
on the lower left hand section of the 
Headwall. Following a diagonal snow 
ribbon, seen from below, we crossed 
fifty-degree, dangerously loose scree 
ledges. We moved in perfect safety, un-
roped, to facilitate fast climbing. Con-
ditions were excellent. Our crampons 
bit cleanly into ribs of frozen snow and 
ice between vertical cliffs above and 
below. 

Quickly, we reached the center portion 
of the face, the part which raised so 
many doubts from below. Unable to 
spare the time to remove our crampons, 
we climbed a short broken rock pitch 
with considerable difficulty, though 
holds were safely frozen as solid as 
granite. Movement was somewhat slow 
from here as we traversed across quite 
a number of very narrow ridges, obvious-
ly death traps from falling rock during 
warmer periods. At last we gained a 
narrow chimney spotted from below; it 
was the upper neck of the great cleft,  

which by its nature was the catch-all 
for ice and rock fall. However, all was 
peaceful now, although the air was per-
haps already a bit too warm. The sun 
was silhouetting the Steel Cliffs to our 
east as we encountered a giant chock-
stone, which proved to be the crux move 
of the climb. This we passed by stem-
ming between the right part of the 
chockstone and the right wall. Two 
large stones shooting down the chimney 
warned us that the sun was gaining the 
Steel Cliffs, and would soon create a 
bedlam of rock fall shattering down the 
face of the headwall. In very little time, 

we scrambled onto the summit snow cap 
via a broad gully a hundred feet below. 
We signalled our success to Margaret 
and very happily removed our summit 
packs and heavy hardware. 

A brittle wind brought gusts of freez-
ing air from the ice gullies below, forc-
ing Ed and I to don our extra clothing. 
As we glanced at our watches, it was 
difficult to believe that they read only 
8:30 A.M. It had taken us barely five 
and a half hours from Timberline, via a 
new route involving delicate climbing 
under winter conditions. Our theory had 
carried through. The route, that under 
any other conditions would have been 
impossible, had been safe. 

There are' many climbs yet to be made 
on difficult volcanic faces that are now 
believed impossible. Their successful 
climbing will be attributed to careful 
reconnoitering, conscientious condition-
ing, and good route finding—all indis-
pensable to any climb. Perhaps the 
Willis Wall on Mt. Rainier (it's north 
face) will some day be challenged with 
our theory. 

Announcing the new CHOUINARD 
standard ringless angle rock piton. Made of heat-treated chrome-moly like all of 
the Chouinard pitons. It's beautiful, light, and the body design is classic. And 
it's re-useable a great number of times! Weight 3'4 ounces. Price S1.15 each. 

Order now. The Dolt Hut 

2241 Sawtelle Boulevard 

W. Los Angeles 64, California 
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So ancient, wise, and terrible— and yet hind 

we see them; with steps for children's feet. 

GEORGE LEIGH MALLORY 

Inc. 

'Boulder, Colorado 



what's like a 

feather? 

why, a kelty pack 

of course, in comparison 

to the heavy, old-fashioned 

rucksack. 

the kelty pack frame 

is scientifically designed 

and contoured 

so that the major portion of 

the weight is carried 

on the hips 

the kelty pack 

is available in two models—

mountaineer & backpacker. 

small,  medium, 

large and extra large. 

for illustrative  folder 

write: 

A.I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GRAND CENTRAL STATION 

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 


